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Abstract
Through Principal Component Analysis (PCA) we can reduce the dimensionality of the
data to two or three dimensions, and display both cases and variables in a biplot. In order to
approximate the original data values from the biplot we must use the inner products of the
vectors corresponding to cases and variables, which can be confusing. Calibrated biplots solve
this problem by locating graduation marks onto the variable vectors, such that we can read the
approximated value projecting the cases points onto those calibrated vectors, the same way as
in an ordinary scatterplot. But in biplots with many variables the abundance of calibration
scales makes the plot difficult to read. Kohei Adachi (2010) presents an algorithm to implement
for standardized data a technique called Unit-length Vector Analysis (UVA), whose aim is to
constrain the variable vectors to be unit length, allowing to read the approximated data values
projecting the cases points onto those constrained vectors, in a similar way as in calibrated
biplots. This Master thesis develops in R code the algorithm proposed by Adachi, applies it to
two data sets, and compares the Unit Vector biplots obtained with the corresponding Principal
Component biplots in terms of goodness of fit. The results show that Adachi’s algorithm works
well when there are no big differences in the contribution of the variables, and distributes the
global fit in a way that some variables (those less well represented in PCA) gain contribution,
and the others lose it. It forces the worst represented variables in PCA to gain representativity.
Keywords: Biplots, Unit-length vector analysis, Principal component analysis, Cali-
brated biplots, Oblique Procrustes rotation, Inner product, Projection.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
As Jolliffe (2002) states, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is probably the oldest and best
known technique of multivariate analysis, first introduced by Pearson in 1901, and developed by
Hotelling. Its central idea is to reduce the number of interrelated quantitative variables by creating
new variables called principal components that explain a data set while trying to retain as much
variation of the original variables as possible.
Since PCA gives the opportunity to reduce the dimensionality of the data to two or three dimensions,
the plot of both the cases and the variables in this subspace, called “biplot”, allows to see the best
approximation to those data.
In the last decades biplots have had a huge development, and now it is possible to add new points
and variables, use biplot axes for interpolation and prediction, calibrate the variables, or draw
nonlinear biplots, among many other applications. But a biplot remains a kind of “difficult” reading
chart, to the extent that the reader has to consider both the projections of the case points onto the
variables and the length of those variable vectors in order to visualize the approximated value of a
data point.
Adachi (2010), presents an algorithm to constrain the variable vectors in PCA to be of unit length, a
technique that can be called unit-length vector analysis (UVA). The biplots based on this technique
approximate the data just by projecting case vectors onto variable vectors, which seems much more
intuitive for the reader.
1.1. Project goal
This project develops in R code the algorithm proposed by Adachi and compares the Unit Vector
biplot obtained with the classical Principal Component biplot in terms of goodness of fit. The code
is applied to two data sets, the same data used by Adachi in 2010, and a second data set obtained
from own sources, and the results are compared.
1.2. Structure of the document
The remainder of this Master thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the theory related
to PCA and biplots. Chapter 3 develops UVA theory as a constrained version of PCA, following the
proposal of Adachi (2010). Chapter 4 details the algorithm suggested by Adachi step by step. In
Chapter 5 there are two examples where UVA and PCA biplots are compared. Finally, Chapter 6
concludes with the strengths and limits of UVA. There is an appendix with the R code to implement
the algorithm described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2. Principal Component Analysis
In this chapter we develop the theory of PCA, its connection with the SVD, and the use of biplots
to plot data in a two or three dimensional subspace. We also point out how the variables can be
calibrated to make the biplot easier to read.
2.1. PCA theory
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a technique that tries to explain a matrix of n cases and p
variables by a smaller set of new variables (called Principal Components or PCs) that are linear
combinations of the original ones:
Z1 = a11X1 + a12X2 + . . .+ a1pXp,
Z2 = a21X1 + a22X2 + . . .+ a2pXp,
...
Zp = ap1X1 + ap2X2 + . . .+ appXp,
where the weights, aij , are the unknowns. There are as many PCs as original variables, and the
hypothesis is that only a few of these new variables can explain most of the variance of the data,
subject to the following restrictions:
• Z1, Z2, . . . , Zp must be uncorrelated, PCs should not share variance,
• V ar(Z1) ≥ V ar(Z2) ≥ . . . ≥ V ar(Zp), whereby V ar(Z1) is maximal and V ar(Zp) is almost
noise,
• a2i1 + a2i2 + . . .+ a2ip = 1, implying that all the weights have values between -1 and 1.
The standard method to find the PC coefficients is to calculate the eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix of the data, where their variances are given by the corresponding eigenvalues. We develop
PCA’s maximization problem in a population-based manner. Let X be a p× 1 centered random
vector with covariance matrix Σ and Z1 the linear combination a>1 X. We want to maximize the
variance of this first component:
V ar (Z1) = a>1 X>Xa1 = a>1 Σa1.
But increasing a indefinitely would lead to a endless increase of the variance. To reach a maximum
we impose the third restriction, that a1 must have unit length, so a>1 a1 = 1.
To perform this maximization the standard approach is to use the technique of Lagrange multipliers,
with the following Lagrangian function to maximize:
L (a1, λ1) = a>1 Σa1 − λ1
(
a>1 a1 − 1
)
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier. Differentiating with respect to a1 gives:
∂L
∂a1
= 2Σa1 − 2λ1a1.
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If we set this first order derivative to zero we obtain:
Σa1 = λ1a1 (1)
where λ1 is an eigenvalue of Σ and a1 is the corresponding eigenvector. If we premultiply by a>1 :
V ar (Z1) = a>1 Σa1 = a>1 λ1a1 = λ1a>1 a1 = λ1.
So λ1 must be as large as possible. Thus a1 is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
of Σ and λ1 coincides with the variance of the first principal component.
The second component Z2 = a>2 X maximizes V ar (Z2) = a>2 Σa2 subject to:
• a>2 a2 = 1,
• be uncorrelated (orthogonal) with Z1 = a>1 X, which is equivalent to be subject to
Cov
[
a>1 X, a>2 X
]
= 0.
And:
Cov
[
a>1 X, a
>
2 X
]
= a>1 X>Xa2 = a>1 Σa2
thus the function to maximize will be:
L (a2, λ1, µ) = a>2 Σa2 − λ2
(
a>2 a2 − 1
)
− µa>1 Σa2
where λ and µ are Lagrange multipliers.
Setting first order derivatives with respect to a2 equal to zero gives:
∂L
∂a2
= 2Σa2 − 2λ2a2 − µΣa1 = 0
and premultiplication of this equation by a>1 gives:
2a>1 Σa2 − 2λ2a>1 a2 − µa>1 Σa1 = 0. (2)
If we also premultiply (1) by a>2 :
a>2 Σa1 = 0 = λ1a>2 a1.
Since the first two terms in (2) are zero, and a>1 Σa1 = λ1 6= 0, the second multiplier µ has to be
zero. Simplifying (2):
Σa2 = λ2a2.
And premultiplying by a>2 :
V ar (Z2) = a>2 Σa2 = λ2a>2 a2 = λ2.
Thus a2 is once more the eigenvector corresponding to the second largest eigenvalue of Σ, which is
λ2.
Using the same method to find the third, fourth, and the other PCs, it can be shown that the ith
PC is obtained using the ith eigenvector of the covariance matrix, and its variance is given by the
ith eigenvalue.
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All coefficients and variances of the PCs can thus be obtained by the spectral decomposition of the
covariance matrix:
Σ = ADλA>.
Up till now we have followed a population-based approach for developing PCA. We now outline the
computations involved in PCA for a sample of n observations. The population covariance matrix Σ
is unknown, and estimated with the sample covariance matrix S. The latter is decomposed with the
spectral decomposition:
S = ADλA>.
The matrix of PCs will be the following orthonormal linear transformation of the original centered
variables:
Z(n×p) = Xc(n×p)A(p×p)
where Xc is the column-centered data matrix (each variable is centered by subtracting its mean).
Alternatively, PCs can also be computed using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the data,
as we will see in the next section.
Until now we have based the computation of PCs on the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix. But we can also use (as will happen in the examples of this document) the
correlation matrix, where the the columns of Xc are scaled to have unit standard deviations,
giving each variable the same weight as all others. Using X∗ = Xc j/
√∑n
i=1X
2
c ij/(n− 1), with
j = 1, 2, . . . , p, the covariance matrix for X∗ is the correlation matrix of X, and the PCs1 are given
by:
Z∗(n×p) = X∗(n×p)A∗(p×p)
where A∗ now has columns consisting of the eigenvectors of the correlation matrix.
Working with correlation matrices avoids the drawback of PCs based on covariance matrices, that is
the sensitivity of the PCs to the units of measurement used for each element of X ; if there are large
differences between the variances of the variables, those with higher variances will tend to dominate
the first PCs.
2.2. Singular Value Descomposition (SVD)
Any real n× p matrix X can be decomposed as follows:
X(n×p) = U(n×r)D(r×r)V >(p×r)
where U and V are matrices whose columns are orthonormal singular vectors, thus U>U = Ir and
V >V = Ir. D is a diagonal matrix of non-increasing positive singular values d11 ≥ d22 ≥ · · · ≥ drr,
and r is the rank of X.
The right-singular vectors of X are eigenvectors of X>X, given that X>X = V D>U>UDV > =
V
(
D>D
)
V >, which it is its spectral decomposition. Likewise its left-singular vectors are eigen-
vectors of XX>. The singular values are the square roots of the eigenvalues of both X>X and
XX>.
1The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the correlation matrix have no simple relationship with those of the corre-
sponding covariance matrix, because PCs are invariant under orthogonal transformations of X but not, in general,
under other transformations. See Jolliffe (2002).
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If we scale Xc by dividing by
√
n− 1, Xt = Xc√n−1 , it holds that:
X>t Xt = S = ADλA>
and we have seen that Xt can be decomposed into Xt = UD1/2λ A>. Thus we can find the matrix of
PCs as follows:
Z = XcA =
√
n− 1XtA =
√
n− 1UD1/2λ A>A =
√
n− 1UD1/2λ
If we want the PCs to be standardized, to have unit variance:
Zs = ZD−1/2λ =
√
n− 1U.
The SVD is also useful to obtain a Xˆ matrix with rank k that is the best approximation to X in
the least squares sense, if we use the k first singular vectors:
Xˆ = U[,1:k]D[1:k,1:k]V >[,1:k].
The goodness of fit of a rank k approximation Xˆ to X is measured by the proportion of the variance
of X explained by Xˆ, given also by the ratio of the sums of the eigenvalues:
tr
(
Xˆ>Xˆ
)
tr (X>X) =
∑k
j=1 λj∑p
j=1 λj
2.3. PCA biplots
From a geometric point of view PCA rotates the coordinate system in such way that they follow
the directions of maximum variance of the data set. If we use a two-dimensional subspace (plane),
along the horizontal axis (first PC) we will find the direction of maximum variability of the data,
and along the vertical axis the second largest variability direction. Thus, if we plot the values for
each observation of the first two PCs, we get the best possible two-dimensional plot of the data.
And if we plot also the p variables on the same diagram we will have a “biplot”. We can also use
the first three PCs to draw a three dimensional biplot.
In order to plot any data set in two dimensions (the first two PCs), we have to find another
n× p matrix Xˆ with rank 2, that resembles the original data as closely as possible. Least-squares
approximation give us a feasible solution. Hence we want to minimize the squared differences of
both matrices:
min
n∑
i=1
p∑
j=1
(
Xij − Xˆij
)2
= min
[
trace
[(
X − Xˆ
) (
X − Xˆ
)>]]
We have seen that the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix provides us with a solution
of this optimization problem, and expresses X as the product of three matrices U (n×r) ·D(r×r) ·V >(p×r),
where U and V are orthogonal, and D is a diagonal matrix with positive numbers in the diagonal
in descending order d11 ≥ d22 ≥ . . . ≥ drr ≥ 0:
X = U (n×r) ·D(r×r) · V >(p×r).
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This expression can be generalized as:
X = U (n×r) ·Dα(r×r) ·D1−α(r×r) · V >(p×r)
with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. This generalization is convenient for discussing the different biplots that can be
made in PCA. We can obtain a rank two approximation to X by selecting the first two columns of
U and V, and the first two rows and columns of D (the first two singular values):
X ≈ (U2Dα2 )
(
V2D
1−α
2
)>
,
X ≈ FW>,
with F = U2Dα2 andW = V2D1−α2 . Choosing α=1 we obtain what it’s called a “Principal Component
biplot” or “Row Metric Preserving biplot”2. In this kind of plot the Euclidean distance between
two points in the biplot approximates the Euclidean distance between the two points in the original
high-dimensional space. The mean vector obtained from X represents the origin for the principal
component axes, and the scores vector fi (a row of F) measures the distance from the origin for an
observation along the first and second principal components. These principal component axes are
oriented with respect to the original variables in a way that captures maximum variability in the
data, and the cosine of the angle between each axis and the original variables is measured by the
wj loading factors vector of W ; these vectors show how much each variable contributes to every
principal component.
In order to approximate the original data from the biplot we must use the inner products of the
vectors corresponding to cases and variables:
xij ≈ xˆij = f>i wj
and vector wj can be expressed as a unit vector (which indicates its direction) multiplied by the
magnitude of its length:
wj =
wj
‖wj‖ ‖wj‖ .
Given that f>i
wj
‖wj‖ is the projection of the case fi onto the variable vector wj , the original data is
approximated by the product of that projection and the length of wj :
xij ≈ xˆij = ‖wj‖ f>i
wj
‖wj‖ .
2.4. Calibrated PCA biplots
To overcome the problem of having to consider both the projection and the length of the variable
vectors, we can use calibrated PCA biplots. In these biplots each variable vector has an associated
tick mark scale that shows the inner product value xˆij projecting every case point on that scale.
The graduation along the variable vector, or along some other vector linked to that variable where
data points are projected perpendicularly (for instance shifting the calibrated axis towards the plot
margins), can be drawn by calculating a calibration factor α. Graffelman and van Eeuwijk (2005)
obtained the following scaling factor, optimal in the least squares sense:
2Other values for alpha are possible, such as α=0 or α=1/2, but we are interested in exploring the projection of
the cases onto the variables maintaining the Euclidean distances between the cases whenever possible.
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α =
w>j F>AFwj
y>AFwjw>j wj
where wj is the variable vector showing the graduation marks, F is the n x 2 matrix containing the
coordinates of the cases, A is a weight matrix with values A=I in PCA, and y is the original data
vector of the variable represented by the axis wj .
If wj is obtained by the regression of y onto the principal components in F (with weight matrix A),
then α simplifies to:
α = 1
w>j wj
.
In a biplot with calibrated axes, interpretation is easy, and the same as in an ordinary scatterplot.
By projecting points (cases) onto calibrated scales, the original data values are approximately
recovered.
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Chapter 3. Unit Vector Analysis
Adachi (2010) develops a procedure based on a constrained version of PCA, where the original data
are approximated only by the projection of the vectors of the cases onto the adjusted vectors of
variables:
xij ≈ f>i uj
where uj is assumed to be of unit length (u>j uj = 1). To achieve this, Adachi looks for an algorithm
for minimizing ∑i∑j (xij − f>i uj)2 subject to uj being of unit length for all j. This minimization
approach and the resulting biplots are referred to as unit-length vector analysis (UVA) and UVA
biplots, respectively.
As indicated by Adachi, we must consider UVA as a technique only to be used for dealing with
standardized data or data whose variables have approximately equal variances.
The starting point of a biplot and the PCA model is to approximate the original data by the product
of two matrices:
X(n×p) ∼= F(n×k)W>(p×k).
This factorization is not unique (or, following statistical terminology, non-identifiable). For any N
non-singular matrix, we can rewrite this formula as:
X(n×p) ∼=
(
F(n×k)N−1(k×k)
) (
W(p×k)N>(k×k)
)>
= F˜(n×k)W˜>(p×k).
By using SVD we can obtain an approximation that is optimal in the least squares sense.
But we can also express W as the product of a diagonal matrix with the length of each column
vector wj , by another matrix with unit-length row vectors pointing to the direction of each column:
W = D(p×p)U(p×k)
where:
D =

‖w1‖ 0 0 0
0 ‖w2‖ 0 0
0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 ‖wp‖

U =
 u11 · · · u1k... . . . ...
up1 · · · upk

being u1 . . . up ∈ Rk unit-length vectors, so the matrix UU> has diagonal values equal to 1, that is:
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diag
(
UU>
)
= Ip.
Substituting W = DU into the initial factorization of X :
X(n×p) ∼= F(n×k)U>(p×k)D(p×p)
if we impose the constraint D = Ip, we will obtain the following UVA model:
X(n×p) ∼= F(n×k)U>(p×k).
In order to achieve a result for this constrained factorization, we have to minimize the sum of
squared elements of the residual matrix
[
X − FU>
]
over F subject to diag
(
UU>
)
= Ip. This is
called the oblique Procrustes rotation problem, whose goal is to transform the matrix F to be as
close as possible to the target matrix X by applying any combination of uniform scaling, translation,
rotation and reflection, but instead of using orthogonal transformations which imply the constraint
UU> = U>U = I, it relies on oblique transformations such as diag
(
UU>
)
= I. So, our objective
function will be3:
min f (F,U) =
∥∥∥X − FU>∥∥∥2
F
subject to diag
(
UU>
)
= I.
A closed form solution does not exist. However, there exists an iterative algorithm developed by ten
Berge and Nevels (1977) based on splitting the problem into separate minimization problems by
working on each column separately. Let U> = T , and let x and t denote any column of X and T
respectively, keeping F fixed we can rewrite the problem as finding a vector tk×1 which minimizes:
f (t) d= (x− Ft)> (x− Ft) subject to t>t = 1.
If we factor the symmetric matrix F>F using its eigendecomposition into an orthogonal matrix Q
and a diagonal matrix C whose entries are the eigenvalues of F>F :
F>F = QCQ>
(
Q>Q = QQ> = I, and C diagonal with c1 ≥ c2 ≥ . . . ck ≥ 0
)
and using a change of variable we can rewrite the previous equation:
g (t) d= f (Qt) = (x− FQt)> (x− FQt) , (3)
g (t) d= x>x− 2x>FQt+ (FQt)> FQt,
g (t) d= x>x− 2x>FQt+ t>Q>F>FQt,
3Even though Adachi indicates in his paper that ‖•‖ denotes the trace norm for matrices, I guess the author is
referring to the Frobenius norm.
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g (t) d= x>x− 2x>FQt+ t>Q>QCQ>Qt,
g (t) d= x>x− 2x>FQt+ t>Ct.
Let y d= Q>t to revert the change of variable made in (3), and z d= Q>F>x, where both y and z
are k × 1 vectors. The problem turns into finding a vector y(k×1) which minimizes the following
expression subject to y>y = 1:
g (y) = x>x− 2z>y + y>Cy.
From the study of the bounds of this function, ten Berge and Nevels (1977) derive a general algorithm
that monotonically decreases the function value until it converges to a situation in which that value
stabilizes. Based on it, the Adachi algorithm for UVA alternately iterates:
a. the minimization of
∥∥∥X − FU>∥∥∥2
F
over F with U kept fixed,
b. the minimization over U subject to unit-length vector constraint with F fixed using Berge
and Nevels procedure.
Stage a. starts from the initial objective function to minimize, constrained to diag
(
UU>
)
= I:
∥∥∥X − FU>∥∥∥2
F
.
The solution for F, given U, is provided by:
F = XU
(
U>U
)+
where
(
U>U
)+
is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of U>U , since we can not use
(
U>U
)−1
because
the condition diag
(
UU>
)
= I does not guarantee U to be full column rank. So, we have:
FU> = XU
(
U>U
)+
U>.
Replacing this expression in our objective function:
min f (F,U) =
∥∥∥∥X −XU (U>U)+ U>∥∥∥∥2
F
where the proportion of fit (FP ) is given by the following expression:
FP (U) =
∥∥∥FU>∥∥∥2
F
‖X‖2F
=
∥∥∥∥XU (U>U)+ U>∥∥∥∥2
F
‖X‖2F
.
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Obviously, maximizing FP (U) is equivalent to minimizing
∥∥∥X − FU>∥∥∥2
F
. But since FP (U) will
monotonically increase with each iteration, its final resulting value is not guaranteed to be the
global maximum.
In order to avoid choosing an insufficient local maximizer as a final solution, Adachi (2010) proposes
a multiple-starts approach, in which the above algorithm is replicated with different initial U
matrices until two “equivalent best” solutions are obtained. He first sets five4 runs, and if necessary
increases this number until one matrix Uˆ is found that satisfies two conditions:
1. FP
(
Uˆ
)
= maxFP (Ul), where l is the number of runs, 1 ≤ l ≤ L, and L ≥ 5.
2. Uˆ is equivalent to the solution U˜ initiated by a different start, with this equivalence defined as
the following standardized similarity, that takes values from zero to one:
SS
(
Uˆ , U˜ T˜
)
= 1−
0.5
∥∥∥Uˆ − U˜ T˜∥∥∥2
F∥∥∥Uˆ − U¯∥∥∥2
F
+
∥∥∥U˜ T˜ − U¯∥∥∥2
F
≥ 0.999
where T˜ is the orthonormal matrix obtained by the Procrustes rotation in which
∥∥∥Uˆ − U˜ T˜∥∥∥2
F
is minimized, and U¯ = (2pk)−1 1p1>p
(
Uˆ + U˜ T˜
)
1k1>k .
The initial U for l = 1 is set at diag
(
WW>
)−1/2
W , obtaining W from the factorization of X in
PCA. In all other starts, the initial U is chosen randomly using polar coordinates: each row of U is
filled with [cos θ, sin θ] for k = 2, or with [cos θ sin τ, sin θ sin τ, cos τ ]5 for k = 3, where θ and τ are
sampled from the uniform distribution ranging from 0º to 360º.
4In a simulation study conducted by Adachi using 1200 data sets, in 1153 cases L = 5 starts led to two equivalent
best solutions. In the remaining 47 cases L > 5 was needed with an average L = 13.5. During the making of this work
I noticed that achieving convergence may require a large number of iterations, leading to a resulting matrix F highly
distorted with respect to U. To avoid this problem, I have limited the maximum number of iterations, and choose the
first five starts in which convergence is reached before arriving at this limit.
5Adachi proposes [cos θ cos τ, sin θ sin τ, sin τ ] for k = 3. I guess this is a mistake, because this is not a unit vector.
I’ve selected a different one provided by Weisstein, Eric W.
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Chapter 4. Algorithm for UVA
The algorithm proposed by Adachi proceeds by the following steps. The corresponding R code is in
the appendix of this document, and its output for two different data sets can be found in Chapter 5.
Step 1 - Initialize U and set FPold = FP (U).
Step 2 - With U kept fixed, minimize
∥∥∥X − FU>∥∥∥2
F
updating F by F = XU
(
U>U
)+
.
Step 3 - Keeping F fixed, obtain U by minimizing
∥∥∥X − FU>∥∥∥2 subject to diag (UU>) = I with
ten Berge and Nevels (1977) algorithm, as follows.
Step 3.1 - Compute the matrices Q and C in F>F = QCQ>, preferably through the singular value
decomposition. Evaluate q, which is the multiplicity of ck.
Step 3.2 - Compute z = QTF>xj and evaluate s = z2k−q+1 + . . .+ z2k for each xj .
Step 3.3 -
a- If s > 0 then start the following iteration (Newton-Raphson method to find the root of the
function):
bn+1 = bn −
1−∑ki=1 z2i(ci−bn)2
−2∑ki=1 z2i(ci−bn)3 , n = 1, 2, . . .
The starting value is obtained by evaluating:
ψ = 1−
k∑
i=1
z2i
c2i
if ψ ≤ 0 then b1 = min [0, c1 − |z1| , . . . , ck−q − |zk−q| , ck −
√
s]
if ψ > 0 then b1 = min [c1 − |z1| , . . . , ck−q − |zk−q| , ck −
√
s]
After convergence of bn+1, compute y = (C − bn+1I)−1 z
b- If s = 0 then evaluate ψ = 1−∑k−qi=1 z2i(ci−ck)2 ,
if ψ ≥ 0, then y =
[
z1
c1−ck ,
z2
c2−ck , · · · ,
zk−q
ck−q−ck ,
√
ψ, 0, · · · , 0
]
if ψ < 0, then start the following iteration using ck as starting value:
bn+1 = bn −
1−∑k−qi=1 z2i(ci−bn)2
−2∑k−qi=1 z2i(ci−bn)3 , n = 1, 2, . . .
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After convergence, compute y = Dbz, where Db is the following k × k diagonal matrix:
Db =

(c1 − bn+1)−1 · · · · 0
0 (c2 − bn+1)−1 · · · ·
· · . . . · · ·
· · · (ck−q − bn+1)−1 · ·
· · · · 0 ·
0 · · · · 0

Step 3.4 - Compute the vector t = Qy, the matrix T merging all the columns t, and U = T>.
Step 4 - Obtain FP (U) using the new matrix U for all the starts and show the first five.
Step 5 - If FP (U)− FPold ≤ 0.17 × (1− FPold) go to Step 6; otherwise, set FPold = FP (U) and
return to Step 2. Show the first 5 starts that converge in a limited number of iterations.
Step 6 - Calculate SS
(
Uˆ , U˜ T˜
)
, where Uˆ is the solution with the highest FP of all five that
converged, and U˜ any of the other four solutions. If for at least one of these four is found that
SS
(
Uˆ , U˜ T˜
)
≥ 0.999, we have got the final Uˆ matrix and we can go to step 7. Otherwise we must
select a new U matrix as start solution and repeat the whole process.
Step 7 - Orthogonally rotate F and U to satisfy that 1nF>F is equal to a diagonal k × k matrix6
with diagonal elements λ21 ≥ · · · ≥ λ2k, FU> = FTT>U>, and diag
(
UTT>U>
)
= Ip, with T being
any arbitrary k × k orthogonal matrix.
6This condition is imposed to ensure that the factorization FU> is unique or identifiable. To fix F we multiply by
its right singular vector because, as we stated in section 2.2, F>F = V
(
D>D
)
V >, where SVD of F = UDV >.
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Chapter 5. Examples
In this Chapter we present two examples of UVA, one computed from the data set used by Adachi
(2010), and another one calculated for a data set obtained from own sources. In both of them we
compare UVA biplot with the corresponding PCA biplot.
5.1. Connection between fifteen occupations and seven adjectives
The data in Table 1, those that Adachi (2010) uses in his paper, describe to what extent 15
occupation categories are characterized by 7 adjectives.
Table 1: Impression rating data of Yanai et al. (1990) which have been standardized such that
column averages and variances are 0 and 1, respectively.
Abbr Occupation_categories Showy Carefree Stable Modern Intelli Elegant Busy
Po Politician 0.79 -1.50 -1.62 -0.81 -0.20 -1.97 1.40
Ar Artist -0.20 1.92 -2.12 -0.17 -1.74 0.78 -1.96
M Medical doctor -0.20 0.46 0.86 -0.81 0.82 1.47 0.56
Sc Scholar -1.68 1.43 0.36 -1.44 1.33 0.09 0.56
L Lawyer 0.79 0.46 0.86 -0.81 1.33 1.47 0.56
Pr Programmer 0.30 0.94 -1.62 1.10 0.82 0.78 -0.28
Tr Trading company employee 1.28 -1.01 0.86 1.10 0.82 0.78 -1.12
St Stock company employee 0.30 -1.01 0.36 -0.17 -0.20 -0.60 1.40
B Bank clerk -0.20 -1.01 1.36 -0.81 -0.20 0.09 -0.28
Tv TV station employee 1.28 0.94 -0.63 1.74 -1.22 0.78 0.56
D Department store clerk 0.30 -0.03 0.36 -0.17 -1.22 0.09 -1.12
C Car manufacturer -1.18 -0.52 0.36 1.10 -1.22 -0.60 -0.28
E Electronic product manufacturer -1.18 -0.52 -0.13 0.47 -0.71 -0.60 -0.28
Te Teacher -1.68 0.46 0.36 -1.44 0.82 -1.28 -1.12
Pu Publisher 1.28 -1.01 0.36 1.10 0.82 -1.28 1.40
5.1.1 PCA biplot
The first two columns of the matrix UD from the SVD of the data matrix of the Table 1 (see Section
2.2) give us the vector fi with the i = 1, . . . , 15 coordinates of the cases, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Transposed scores vector fi.
Po Ar M Sc L Pr Tr St B Tv D C E Te Pu
PC 1 -1.94 3.70 -0.01 0.37 -0.37 1.25 -0.47 -1.68 -0.78 0.89 0.79 0.16 0.15 0.35 -2.40
PC 2 1.07 0.81 -1.42 -2.68 -1.14 0.84 0.73 0.30 -0.85 2.28 0.37 0.59 0.17 -2.29 1.19
And the first two columns of the matrix V from the same SVD give us the vector wj with the
j = 1, . . . , 7 coordinates of the variables. To replicate the plot in Adachi paper, we must multiply
those coordinates by a scale factor of 10.6462 (2.8 times the average of the squared cases coordinates).
Table 3 shows both the unscaled and scaled variable coordinates.
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Table 3: Loading factors vector wj .
PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 scaled PC 2 scaled
Showy -0.21 0.51 -2.25 5.38
Carefree 0.59 -0.19 6.24 -1.98
Stable -0.33 -0.37 -3.51 -3.94
Modern 0.03 0.62 0.35 6.59
Intelli -0.30 -0.43 -3.15 -4.56
Elegant 0.36 -0.07 3.84 -0.70
Busy -0.53 0.05 -5.68 0.58
Using dots for fi and arrows for wj coordinates we obtain the Principal Component biplot displayed
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: PCA biplot for the data in Table 1.
The variance of the first principal component (horizontal axis) represents 0.288 of the total variance
of the data, and the second (vertical axis) 0.255. Therefore this biplot explains a proportion of
0.543 of the overall variability. The full variance decomposition is given in Table 4.
This explained variance can also be read as fit proportion for the PCA model that provide the
biplot, and be calculated as follows:
Proportion of fit =
∥∥∥f · w>∥∥∥2
F
‖X‖2F
.
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Table 4: Variance explained by each principal component.
PC 1 PC 2 PC 3 PC 4 PC 5 PC 6 PC 7
Eigenvalues 30.272 26.762 20.864 13.342 6.224 5.957 1.605
Fraction of variance 0.288 0.255 0.199 0.127 0.059 0.057 0.015
Cumulative variance 0.288 0.543 0.742 0.869 0.928 0.985 1.000
Besides the overall goodness, we are interested in knowing to what extent each variable predicts
correctly the original values. Lubbe-Gardner, S., Roux, L., Niël, J., and Gower, J. C. (2008) propose
the following measure:
Predictivity =
diag
(
Xˆ>Xˆ
)
diag (X>X)
It measures the percentage of variance accounted for each variable in the k-dimensional subspace
where we work. Table 5 shows that quality of the contribution given by each variable depending on
the number of dimensions (or principal components) that we use. We have highlighted the values
for the two dimensional biplot in the Figure 1.
Table 5: Variance explained by each variable according to the number of dimensions.
Showy Carefree Stable Modern Intelli Elegant Busy
1 PCs 0.090 0.693 0.219 0.002 0.176 0.263 0.572
2 PCs 0.547 0.755 0.463 0.687 0.502 0.270 0.577
3 PCs 0.840 0.806 0.562 0.736 0.733 0.920 0.595
4 PCs 0.850 0.928 0.951 0.779 0.814 0.933 0.826
5 PCs 0.980 0.953 0.959 0.980 0.825 0.936 0.863
6 PCs 0.983 0.961 0.982 1.000 0.999 0.969 0.999
7 PCs 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Since X columns are standardized, overall explained variance is just the average of the predictivity
of all the variables in the number of dimensions chosen.
As stated in Section 2.3, the approximate value of the original data is obtained from the inner
product of every case vector on each variable vector. Visually the inner product of two vectors
may be considered as the product of the length of one of the vectors times the length of the other
vector‘s projection onto it.
But considering both the projections and the length of the variable vectors to approximate the
original scores can be confusing. Let see in Figure 2 if category Artist (Ar) is more closely connected
with adjective elegant or carefree. As Adachi notes, even though the point Ar is closer to the elegant
than to the carefree vector, the inner products show the reverse relation due to the greater length of
the carefree vector.
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Figure 2: Detail of biplot in Fig. 1 showing the projection of Ar onto variables Elegant and Carefree.
In Figure 2 the length of the vector from (0,0) to pE (3.5) is larger than the length of the vector
from (0,0) to pC (3.28), which might suggest that the Elegant score for Artist is bigger than the
Carefree score. But we must also consider the length of each variable to approximate the value of
the original data. The following formulas calculate (numbers in fold face) the values approximated
by the biplot in Figure 2, applying the corresponding scale correction to the variables. The figures
in italics are the original scores that we are trying to estimate.
f>ArwEle = ‖Ele‖ · ‖pE‖ /10.6462 = ‖Ele‖ · ‖Ar‖ · cos(θ2) /10.6462 = 1.28 ≈ 0.78,
f>ArwCar = ‖Car‖ · ‖pC‖ /10.6462 = ‖Car‖ · ‖Ar‖ · cos(θ1) /10.6462 = 2.02 ≈ 1.92.
We can see that the length of Carefree vector involves a much greater connection value with Artist
than Elegant.
5.1.2 Calibrated PCA biplot
We can calibrate Elegant and Carefree variable vectors using the scaling factor described in section
2.4:
αEl = 0.6979817 αCa = 0.2482807
Thus α ·wj represents a unit increment along each vector. For Elegant this unit increment will take
a value of 0.7·(3.84,-0.7) = (2.68,-0.49), and for Carefree a value of 0.25·(6.24,-1.98) = (1.55,-0.49).
As we can see in Figure 3, we can easily find the approximate value of the original data projecting
onto each calibrated variable.
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Figure 3: Calibrated version of biplot in Fig. 2.
But even though calibrated biplots can show the inner product value onto each variable vector, for
biplots with many variables the abundance of calibration scales makes the plot difficult to read, as
we can see in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Calibrated version of biplot in Fig. 1.
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5.1.3 UVA biplot
Applying the algorithm described in Chapter 4 to the Table 1 data set, the Step 4 gives the five
starting proportion of fit values showed in Table 6.
Table 6: Output of Step 4 of UVA algorithm.
Start 1 Start 2 Start 3 Start 4 Start 5
FP(U) 0.5355349 0.3952854 0.3771572 0.4118319 0.4920579
FP old 0.5351736 0.3512223 0.2450948 0.3498676 0.4009513
FP(U)-FP old 0.0003613 0.0440630 0.1320623 0.0619643 0.0911066
Table 7 shows that after Step 5 the five initial starts converge to the same value, and the number of
iterations required to reach convergence.
Table 7: Output of Step 5 of UVA algorithm.
Start 1 Start 2 Start 3 Start 4 Start 5
Iterations 83 210 203 221 213
FP(U) 0.53689488 0.53689486 0.53689488 0.53689489 0.53689490
FP old 0.53689483 0.53689482 0.53689484 0.53689484 0.53689485
FP(U)-FP old 0.00000004 0.00000005 0.00000004 0.00000004 0.00000004
Step 6 calculates the standardized similarity between U matrix with maximum FP and the other
four (see Table 8), and shows the starting order of the selected F and U.
Table 8: Output of Step 6 of UVA algorithm.
SS(U5,U1) SS(U5,U2) SS(U5,U3) SS(U5,U4)
1 1 1 1
## [1] "After 213 iterations, start 5 reaches a final FP = 0.5368949"
The F and U matrices corresponding to the final FP result in the UVA biplot displayed in Figure 5.
To make the graph clearer, coordinates of the variable vectors are multiplied by a scale factor of 2.
Given that the variable vectors have unit length, in UVA that scale factor will set their displayed
length. The grey circle in Figure 5 has a radius equal to the selected factor.
Figure 6 shows a detailed view of the UVA biplot, where we can see the projection of Artist (Ar)
onto Carefree and Elegant variables. Drawing a perpendicular line to each variable we can know the
estimated score given that the length of the scaled variables vector is equal to 2, in a similar way
to a calibrated PCA biplot. Dividing the length of the vector of the projected point by the scaled
factor we get the approximation to the original value (in italics):
‖pE‖ / 2 = 0.89 ~ 0.78, ‖pC‖ / 2 = 0.92 ~ 1.92.
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Figure 5: UVA biplot for the data in Table 1.
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Figure 6: Detail of biplot in Fig. 5 showing the projection of Ar onto variables Elegant and Carefree.
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Now the approximated value of Artist is slightly higher for Carefree than for Elegant. But the UVA
biplot does not show the magnitude of the difference properly (the original score for Carefree is
more than twice as large as for Elegant). A calibrated biplot shows this difference in magnitude
more clearly.
The fit proportion (0.537) is only slightly lower than the obtained using PCA (0.543). But the
contribution given by each variable is different, as we can see in Table 9: Showy and Elegant (the
shorter vectors in the PCA biplot) are better represented in UVA, and the other variables are better
represented in PCA. This suggests that UVA “distributes” the global contribution, improving the
quality of the worst represented variables in PCA and reducing the quality of the best represented.
Table 9: Variance explained by each two dimensional variable in UVA and PCA.
Showy Carefree Stable Modern Intelli Elegant Busy
UVA 0.742 0.650 0.382 0.562 0.389 0.471 0.563
PCA 0.547 0.755 0.463 0.687 0.502 0.270 0.577
5.2. Nine quality indicators for seventy-one bank branches
The second example is a data set which contains the value of nine different quality indicators for
71 bank branches named with a four-digit code. The first four indicators (IGS, PRO, IGP and
FRE) are the scores obtained by the branches in customer surveys, ISM shows the marks given by a
mystery shopper, and the remaining indicators (OFE, MDV, IVC and AHP) are calculated from
some internal measurements. The original values have been standardized such that column averages
and variances are 0 and 1, respectively. Table 10 shows the whole data set.
Table 10: Standardized quality indicators for 71 bank branches.
IGS PRO IGP FRE ISM OFE MDV IVC AHP
8677 -0.931 -0.640 1.170 1.364 -0.834 3.572 1.132 -0.588 0.311
8741 0.284 -0.442 -1.020 -0.548 0.923 0.328 0.128 0.150 0.661
8686 -1.518 -1.801 0.995 0.387 -0.471 1.384 0.031 0.598 -0.039
1031 -0.656 0.165 1.713 1.378 -0.237 -0.578 -1.917 2.545 -0.565
8110 -1.303 -1.905 0.837 0.727 1.291 -1.138 0.231 0.415 -0.565
8115 -1.205 0.322 -0.565 -0.047 1.206 -1.181 -0.905 1.367 -0.565
8319 -1.616 -1.278 0.802 0.347 0.047 -1.181 0.356 0.214 -0.565
1049 1.204 0.834 1.713 1.378 -1.556 -0.880 0.575 0.139 -0.916
8121 -0.852 -0.023 -0.267 0.279 -1.009 -0.880 -1.227 -0.121 0.136
1497 0.284 -0.442 -0.144 0.577 -0.222 -0.276 -0.943 -0.860 0.136
3347 0.851 0.729 1.188 1.120 -0.834 -0.427 -1.339 1.889 -0.565
1023 -1.166 -1.801 1.153 0.523 1.012 1.082 0.289 -1.091 1.537
4243 -0.128 0.583 1.591 2.354 -0.795 -0.729 -0.111 -0.390 -0.916
3052 -1.087 -0.766 0.907 1.513 -1.148 -0.175 -1.455 -0.917 1.012
8751 0.597 1.388 -1.020 -0.548 1.356 0.931 0.404 -0.076 0.136
9324 1.184 1.043 -0.372 -0.657 -0.322 -0.940 0.766 -0.425 -0.215
0835 0.244 0.144 -0.372 -0.657 -2.313 0.806 -0.740 -0.419 1.888
1678 -0.637 -0.755 -0.442 -0.779 1.366 -0.276 -0.876 -0.010 -0.916
8107 -0.010 0.991 -0.565 -0.047 0.509 -1.181 -0.680 0.816 -0.565
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IGS PRO IGP FRE ISM OFE MDV IVC AHP
6092 0.793 0.468 0.224 -0.101 -0.615 0.328 1.229 0.292 -0.916
1513 -0.696 -0.400 1.310 1.025 -0.561 -1.181 0.958 -2.529 -0.565
8316 -0.343 -1.215 0.224 -0.101 -0.327 0.780 0.910 1.029 -0.740
1018 -0.030 0.165 -1.125 -0.901 -0.824 1.363 0.570 -0.769 1.012
6262 2.007 1.816 -0.267 0.279 -1.929 -1.181 -0.018 0.794 -0.565
8762 1.184 0.897 -1.020 -0.548 0.465 -1.106 0.331 0.182 1.537
4278 -0.186 0.468 0.031 -0.033 -0.780 0.780 1.400 0.532 0.311
4585 0.891 1.231 0.031 -0.033 0.699 0.730 -0.293 1.303 -0.740
3408 2.614 1.628 0.224 -0.101 -0.750 0.026 0.237 0.324 -0.916
3237 -0.108 -0.797 -1.003 -1.023 1.624 -0.276 2.381 0.509 -0.740
1243 -2.047 -3.264 -0.232 -0.331 -1.128 -1.181 0.823 -2.529 -0.916
8126 0.225 1.273 -0.565 -0.047 1.366 -1.181 0.781 1.186 -0.916
1043 0.754 1.911 0.084 0.184 0.206 -0.175 -0.609 1.870 -0.740
0849 -0.284 -1.058 1.188 0.876 -1.153 0.328 0.711 0.971 0.486
3491 1.204 0.468 0.206 0.157 1.102 -1.030 0.519 -0.057 -0.740
4161 0.832 0.855 -1.125 -0.901 -0.755 0.177 -0.845 -0.039 -0.390
0803 0.401 -0.494 0.504 1.147 -1.546 -0.880 -2.640 0.452 -0.215
5630 1.380 0.384 -0.057 -0.454 -0.207 0.871 -0.515 -0.987 1.888
1379 0.029 -0.943 1.240 0.849 -0.362 -0.276 0.001 0.790 -0.215
1779 -0.030 -0.274 0.224 -0.101 1.395 0.931 0.148 0.930 -0.565
6840 -1.126 -1.069 1.223 1.256 0.614 -0.427 2.230 0.273 -0.740
6569 0.460 -0.159 -0.039 -0.833 0.674 -0.729 0.133 0.003 -0.916
3318 0.793 1.576 -1.458 -2.529 0.619 3.799 -1.901 -0.307 -0.740
3150 0.851 0.468 0.206 0.157 0.569 -0.351 -0.122 -0.912 -0.740
0823 0.793 0.541 -0.442 -0.779 -0.202 1.007 0.017 0.715 -0.916
8744 -0.304 -0.860 0.066 0.604 -0.242 0.630 -1.520 -0.425 -0.390
9723 1.909 1.210 -1.564 -1.661 1.047 -0.578 -0.636 -0.164 0.136
8152 -2.967 -1.571 0.241 0.415 1.356 0.177 0.877 0.384 1.537
9757 -0.852 0.531 -0.074 0.333 1.052 -0.578 0.174 0.287 -0.565
9657 0.421 -0.358 1.713 1.378 -0.531 -0.427 -0.560 -0.923 -0.916
8164 1.243 0.813 -0.039 -0.291 -2.113 -1.181 1.078 1.054 -0.916
8727 0.009 -0.724 0.785 0.903 -0.237 0.630 -0.960 -0.609 -0.215
9789 -0.852 -0.776 -2.492 -2.068 1.585 -0.729 0.823 -2.529 0.311
8173 -0.010 0.614 -1.003 -1.023 1.649 0.177 2.170 -0.217 -0.740
5870 -1.244 -0.442 -1.791 -1.010 1.311 0.147 0.733 -0.498 2.764
8143 0.460 0.081 1.223 1.066 -0.406 -0.880 0.480 0.017 -0.565
5210 -0.304 -0.651 -0.442 0.347 0.888 -0.793 0.337 -1.037 -0.565
4218 1.184 0.071 1.450 1.201 -0.227 0.252 -1.729 0.270 -0.916
0853 1.047 0.844 -1.458 -2.529 -0.128 0.630 -1.157 -0.395 1.187
0819 -0.421 -0.347 -1.125 -0.901 0.997 -0.376 0.015 -0.443 -0.390
1355 -1.068 -0.828 0.890 1.079 -0.252 0.267 -1.488 -0.631 0.661
8109 0.362 0.018 1.135 1.459 -1.775 0.227 0.386 0.482 -0.740
0721 -0.950 -0.557 0.084 -0.250 0.335 0.112 -0.514 -0.659 1.537
1029 -0.950 -0.421 0.995 0.306 -0.670 1.082 -0.466 -1.208 2.764
8668 0.225 1.586 -0.530 -0.033 -0.864 -1.181 1.569 -0.555 -0.740
8764 -0.559 -0.661 -2.492 -2.068 0.450 -0.880 0.077 -0.245 1.187
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IGS PRO IGP FRE ISM OFE MDV IVC AHP
5011 -0.147 -0.107 -1.564 -1.661 0.903 0.630 0.225 -0.201 -0.039
9692 -0.049 -0.546 0.329 0.415 -0.282 0.630 0.028 -0.420 -0.215
3841 0.577 0.510 -0.407 -0.942 -0.182 1.133 -0.937 -0.872 -0.039
8760 -1.224 -0.442 0.101 -0.006 -0.944 -0.163 1.211 -0.167 1.362
1001 -0.030 1.273 0.084 0.184 -0.262 1.158 -0.160 3.188 2.939
9773 0.597 0.917 -1.003 -1.023 1.380 0.479 -0.213 -0.746 0.837
5.2.1 PCA biplot
Figure 7 shows the PCA biplot that we obtained through the same method used in Section 5.1.1.
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Figure 7: PCA biplot for the data in Table 10.
The variance of the first PC represents 0.266 of the global variance, and the second 0.231, thus this
biplot explains 0.497 of the total variance. Table 11 shows the percentage of variance accounted for
each variable in a two dimensional subspace.
Table 11: Variance explained by each two dimensional variable.
IGS PRO IGP FRE ISM OFE MDV IVC AHP
0.8017 0.8361 0.8886 0.898 0.3829 0.0455 0.0926 0.3039 0.223
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5.2.2 UVA biplot
The algorithm described in Chapter 4 yields the five starting U matrices indicated in Table 12.
Table 12: Output of Step 4 of UVA algorithm.
Start 1 Start 2 Start 3 Start 4 Start 5
FP(U) 0.4702540 0.3729791 0.3489897 0.3145134 0.3309322
FP old 0.4626244 0.2394807 0.2656070 0.1621432 0.2416872
FP(U)-FP old 0.0076296 0.1334984 0.0833827 0.1523702 0.0892450
But the convergence is much more slower than in the first example, and are required almost a
hundred starts to reach five matrices that converge in less than 150 iterations, as we can see in
Table 13.
Table 13: Output of Step 5 of UVA algorithm.
Start 20 Start 21 Start 50 Start 72 Start 93
Iterations 24 37 25 55 88
FP(U) 0.44569856 0.44569853 0.44569861 0.42088958 0.44569852
FP old 0.44569851 0.44569847 0.44569856 0.42088952 0.44569847
FP(U)-FP old 0.00000004 0.00000005 0.00000005 0.00000006 0.00000005
The values of standardized similarity between U matrix with maximum FP and the other four do
not reach the minimum value 0.999. The algorithm looks for another matrix with higher FP, but in
150 starts does not find a better one, and selects the five matrices F and U with the highest FP
found showed in Table 14.
Table 14: Output of Step 6 of UVA algorithm.
SS(U50,U20) SS(U50,U21) SS(U50,U72) SS(U50,U93)
0.7603165 0.8026451 0.7667858 0.6685559
## [1] "After 150 starts step 6 does not converge"
## [1] "After 25 iterations, start 50 reaches a final FP = 0.44569861"
The selected F and U matrices with the highest FP give the UVA biplot shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: UVA biplot for the data in Table 10.
The UVA biplot in Figure 8 explains 0.446 of the total variance, not much less than the PCA biplot.
The drawback is a strong decrease in the predictive power of some variables, as shown in Table 15.
Again the shorter variable vectors in PCA (ISM, OFE, MDV, IVC and AHP) gain representativity,
and the others lose it with a sharp drop in some of them. This effect affects for example to the
branch number 1001, which seems to have the highest score in the variable IGS, whereas this branch
actually has a slightly negative score for that variable.
Table 15: Variance explained by each two dimensional variable in UVA and PCA.
IGS PRO IGP FRE ISM OFE MDV IVC AHP
UVA 0.266 0.266 0.812 0.777 0.571 0.291 0.299 0.346 0.384
PCA 0.802 0.836 0.889 0.898 0.383 0.045 0.093 0.304 0.223
5.2.3 PCA and UVA biplot for a subset of the variables
In order to test UVA in a data set with a higher percentage of explained variance, we have selected
only the first five quality indicators of Table 10. When we apply UVA algorithm to this subset the
convergence is much faster (achieved in less than 80 iterations). The PCA and UVA biplots are
shown in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 9: PCA biplot for the first five variables of data set in Table 10.
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Figure 10: UVA biplot the first five variables of data set in Table 10
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Table 16: Variance explained by each two dimensional variable in UVA and PCA.
IGS PRO IGP FRE ISM
UVA 0.815 0.889 0.871 0.884 0.610
PCA 0.875 0.838 0.893 0.876 0.589
The goodness of fit in both PCA and UVA is high enough, with a global percentage of variance
explained of 0.8143 and 0.8141, respectively. Table 16 shows the quality of the contribution given
by each variable in a two dimensional subspace.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions
We have developed the theory of PCA and UVA in detail, and applied this theory in two examples,
in which UVA seems to work quite well when there are no big differences in the explained variance
of the variables (what Gower and others (2008) call “predictivity”). That seems logical, due to the
matching in the length of all the variables that UVA seeks leads to “distribute” the global fit, in a
way that some variables gain predictive power and others lose it. In both examples the variables
that gain representativity are those with shorter length vectors in PCA, while the others lose quality
in UVA.
The algorithm proposed by Adachi seeks to ensure the convergence to a global maximum in terms
of proportion of fit. But our implementation in R code did not always converged easily when there
were big differences in the predictivity of the variables, and in case it required a high number of
iterations (more than 500) the resulting matrix F was too distorted with respect to U, making it
difficult to chart. To avoid this problem, in this paper we have taken only the matrices F that have
converged in 150 iterations, but if the standardized similarity of these matrices is not high enough,
it is difficult to know if a global maximum has been reached.
Nevertheless if it is applied to data sets with relatively homogeneous predictivity for all the variables
(as usual in case of a high enough global percentage of variance explained), UVA provides an
easier to read display of the data with a similar quality to PCA biplots. Compared to calibrated
biplots, although UVA provides biplots that are less congested, quantitative information about the
approximate values of the data points is lost.
This work has focused on the goodness-of-fit of the variables in UVA. In future work it could be
studied how UVA affects the goodness-of-fit of the individual observations.
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Appendix
Appendix 1 has the R code that I have developed to implement the algorithm proposed by Adachi
(2010), and allows to generate UVA biplots in two and three dimensions. Appendix 2 has the R
code to implement the Berge and Nevels (1977) algorithm required in Adachi’s method, and it has
been also developed by myself.
A.1 R code for Adachi algorithm
Step 1
X <- as.matrix(data)
p <- ncol(data)
k <- 2 # Dimension of the biplot (2 or 3)
W <- svd(X)$v[,1:k]
# Create a empty list of 150 matrices U (five initial starts and another 145)
Lmax <- 150
U <- vector(mode="list", length=Lmax)
# Set the initial U as W / diag(WW'^1/2)
U[[1]] <- diag(diag(W%*%t(W))^(-1/2))%*%W
# And generate the following starting matrices
set.seed(43)
degsam <- runif(Lmax*p*2, min=0, max=360)
r <- 1
for (j in c(2:Lmax)){
if(k==2){
U[[j]] <- matrix(cbind(cos(degsam[r:(r+p-1)]),sin(degsam[r:(r+p-1)])),nrow=p)
} else if(k==3){
c1 <- cos(degsam[r:(r+p-1)])*sin(degsam[(r+p):(r+2*p-1)])
c2 <- sin(degsam[r:(r+p-1)])*sin(degsam[(r+p):(r+2*p-1)])
c3 <- cos(degsam[(r+p):(r+2*p-1)])
U[[j]] <- matrix(cbind(c1,c2,c3),nrow=p)
} else {
print("You can only draw the biplot for 2 or 3 dimensions (k)");break
}
r <- r+2*p
}
# Set FP_old for all the starting U matrices
library("MASS")
FP_old <- vector(mode="numeric",length=Lmax)
for (j in c(1:Lmax)){
FP_old[j] <- norm(X%*%U[[j]]%*%ginv(t(U[[j]])%*%U[[j]])%*%t(U[[j]]),type="F"
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)^2/norm(X,type="F")^2
}
Step 2
# Update F for the all the starting values
F <- vector(mode="list", length=Lmax)
for (j in c(1:Lmax)){
F[[j]] <- X%*%U[[j]]%*%ginv(t(U[[j]])%*%U[[j]])
}
Step 3
See Appendix A.2
Step 4
FP <- vector(mode="numeric",length=Lmax)
for (j in c(1:Lmax)){
U[[j]] <- berge(j)
FP[j] <- norm(X%*%U[[j]]%*%ginv(t(U[[j]])%*%U[[j]])%*%t(U[[j]]),type="F"
)^2/norm(X,type="F")^2
}
Res <- matrix(cbind(FP[1:5],FP_old[1:5],FP[1:5]-FP_old[1:5]),ncol=5,byrow=T)
dimnames(Res) <- list(c("FP(U)","FP old","FP(U)-FP old"),paste("Start",1:5))
library("knitr")
kable(Res)
Step 5
iter <- vector(mode="integer", length=Lmax)
conver <- as.vector(rep(1,Lmax),mode="logical")
for (j in c(1:Lmax)){
while(FP[j]-FP_old[j] > (1-FP_old[j])*0.1^7){
FP_old[j] <- FP[j]
F[[j]] <- X%*%U[[j]]%*%ginv(t(U[[j]])%*%U[[j]])
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U[[j]] <- berge(j)
FP[j] <- norm(X%*%U[[j]]%*%ginv(t(U[[j]])%*%U[[j]])%*%t(U[[j]]),type="F"
)^2/norm(X,type="F")^2
iter[j] <- iter[j]+1
if (iter[j] >= 500){
conver[j] <- FALSE
break
}
}
}
iter.ok <- which(conver==TRUE)
Res <- matrix(c(formatC(iter[iter.ok[1:5]],format="d"),formatC(c(
FP[iter.ok[1:5]],FP_old[iter.ok[1:5]],FP[iter.ok[1:5]]-FP_old
[iter.ok[1:5]]),format="f",digits=8)),ncol=5,byrow=T)
dimnames(Res) <- list(c("Iterations","FP(U)","FP old","FP(U)-FP old"),
paste("Start",iter.ok[1:5]))
kable(Res, align="r")
Step 6
twobest <- function (max, rem) {
Um <- U[[max]]
Ua <- vector(mode="list", length=length(rem))
Tt <- vector(mode="list", length=length(rem))
SS <- vector(mode="integer", length=length(rem))
for (j in c(1:length(rem))){
# Calculate T using orthonormal procrustes rotation
Tt[[j]] <- svd(t(Um)%*%U[[j]])$v%*%t(svd(t(Um)%*%U[[j]])$u)
# Calculate U average
Ua[[j]] <- 1/(2*p*k)*matrix(rep(1,p),ncol=1)%*%matrix(rep(1,p),nrow=1)%*%
(Um+U[[j]]%*%Tt[[j]])%*%matrix(rep(1,k),ncol=1)%*%matrix(rep(1,k),nrow=1)
# And standardized similarity
SS[j] <- 1-0.5*norm(Um-U[[j]]%*%Tt[[j]],type="f")^2/(norm(Um-Ua[[j]],type= "f")^2+norm(U[[j]]%*%Tt[[j]]-Ua[[j]],type="f")^2)
}
return(SS)
}
# U matrix with the maximum FP(U)
max <- iter.ok[which(FP[iter.ok[1:5]]==max(FP[iter.ok[1:5]]))]
rem <- iter.ok[which(FP[iter.ok[1:5]]!=max(FP[iter.ok[1:5]]))]
SS <- twobest(max,rem)
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kable(matrix(SS,nrow=1), col.names=c(paste("SS(U",max
,",U",rem,")",sep="")), align="c")
# Test if there is any SS >= 0.999
if (sum(SS >= 0.999) == 0){
j <- max(iter.ok[1:5])+1
for (r in c(j:Lmax)){
if(conver[r]==FALSE){
if(r==Lmax){print(paste("After",r,"starts step 6 does not converge"))}
r <- r+1
} else {
if(FP[(r)] > FP[max]){
rem <- max
max <- r
} else {rem <- r}
if(twobest(max,rem) >= 0.999){
break
} else {
if(r==Lmax){print(paste("After",r,"starts step 6 does not converge"))}
r <- r+1
}
}
}
}
print(paste("After",iter[max],"iterations, start",max,"reaches a final FP =",
round(FP[max],digits=8)))
Step 7
Ffit <- F[[max]]%*%svd(F[[max]])$v
# As rotation matrix T we can use any orthogonal matrix. In this case we
# choose a reflection matrix over x axis
T <- diag(rep(1,k))
T[2,2] <- -1
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Fuv <- Ffit%*%T
Uuv <- U[[max]]%*%svd(F[[max]])$v%*%T
UVA biplot
library("plotrix")
# Scaled factor for variables. In UVA their length is allways equal to 1,
# so the factor will set the variables length.
factor <- 2
Uuvs <- Uuv*factor
# 2D biplot
if(k==2){
plot(rbind(Fuv,Uuvs*1.2),type="n",asp=1, xlab="", ylab="", cex.axis=0.8, bty="n")
abline(h=0,v=0,lty="dotted")
points(Fuv, type="p", pch=20)
text(Fuv, labels=rownames(data), pos=3, offset=0.3, cex=0.8)
arrows(0,0,Uuvs[,1],Uuvs[,2], length=0.1, col="blue")
text(Uuvs*1.2, labels=colnames(data), cex=0.8)
draw.circle(0,0,factor,border="gray65")
}else{
# 3D biplot
library("rgl")
plot3d(Fuv[,1],Fuv[,2],Fuv[,3],type="p",xlab="",ylab="",zlab="",aspect=1)
text3d(Fuv[,1],Fuv[,2],Fuv[,3],row.names(data),adj=c(0.5,-0.8))
for (g in c(1:p)){
plot3d(rbind(c(0,0,0),Uuv[g,]),type="l",col="blue",add=TRUE)
text3d(Uuv[g,1],Uuv[g,2],Uuv[g,3],colnames(data)[g]
,adj=c(0.5,-0.8),col="blue")
}
}
A.2 R code for Berge and Nevels algorithm
berge <- function (j) {
# Step 3.1
# The eigenvectors of F'F are the left singular vectors of F
Q <- svd(F[[j]])$v
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# And the eigenvalues of F'F are the squared singular values of F
Cd <- round((svd(F[[j]])$d)^2,digits=10)
C <- diag(Cd)
q <- sum(Cd == min(Cd))
# Step 3.2
# Create a list "z" and a vector "s" to allocate their values for every X column
z <- vector(mode="list", length=p)
s <- rep(NA, length=p)
# And calculate "z" and "s" for every column of X
for (r in c(1:p)){
z[[r]] <- t(Q)%*%t(F[[j]])%*%X[,r]
s[r] <- round(sum(z[[r]][(k-q+1):k,1]^2),digits=10)
}
# Step 3.3
# Create a empty list of vectors "y"
y <- vector(mode="list", length=p)
# And apply ten Berge ab Nevels algorithm to calculate "y" depending on the
# value of "s"
tol <- 10^(-8)
iter.b <- function (l) {
iterb <- 0
repeat {
bn <- b0-(1-sum(z[[r]][1:l,1]^2/(Cd[1:l]-b0)^2))/
(-2*sum(z[[r]][1:l,1]^2/(Cd[1:l]-b0)^3))
iterb <- iterb+1
if (abs(bn-b0) < tol) break
b0 <- bn
if (iterb >= 150){
print(paste("After",iterb,"iterations step 3 does not converge"))
break
}
}
return(bn)
}
for (r in c(1:p)){
if(s[r]>0){
psi <- round(1-sum(z[[r]][1:k,1]^2/Cd[1:k]^2),digits=10)
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if(psi>0){
b0 <- min(Cd[1:(k-q)]-abs(z[[r]][1:(k-q)]),Cd[k]-sqrt(s[r]))
} else {
b0 <- min(0,Cd[1:(k-q)]-abs(z[[r]][1:(k-q)]),Cd[k]-sqrt(s[r]))
}
b <- iter.b(l=k)
y[[r]] <- diag(diag((C-b*diag(k)))^(-1))%*%z[[r]]
} else {
psi <- round(1-sum(z[[r]][1:(k-q),1]^2/(Cd[1:(k-q)]-Cd[k])^2)
,digits=10)
if(psi<0){
b0 <- Cd[k]
b <- iter.b(l=k-q)
Db <- matrix(0,k,k)
for (t in 1:(k-q)){Db[t,t] <- 1/(Cd[t]-b)}
y[[r]] <- Db%*%z[[r]]
} else {
y[[r]] <- matrix(0,k,1)
for (t in 1:(k-q)){y[[r]][t] <- z[[r]][t]/(Cd[t]-Cd[k])}
y[[r]][k-q+1] <- sqrt(psi)
}
}
}
# Step 3.4
t <- vector(mode="list", length=p)
for (r in c(1:p)){
t[[r]] <- Q%*%y[[r]]
}
T <- matrix(unlist(t),ncol=p)
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U <- t(T)
return(U)
}
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